Abstract. Separation logic allows simple proofs of concurrent algorithms which use blocking mechanisms such as semaphores. It can even deal with non-blocking algorithms. With the addition of mechanisms borrowed from rely-guarantee, we can make reasonably simple proofs of some simple non-blocking algorithms. We show that it extends to proofs of some intricate algorithms, including Simpson's famous asynchronous four-slot buffer and Harris's novel three-slot algorithm, in a manner that is arguably simpler than earlier treatments, though we cannot claim that we have yet found proofs that are as simple as we would wish. Our example proofs show functional correctness but do not deal with questions of liveness.
Introduction
The message of structured programming was that we should not use programming constructs which we do not understand-that is, whose effect we cannot specify and cannot reason about. The programming community took this message to heart despite the fact that there was an execution cost to be paid when giving up assembly language and the goto command. The cost was worth it for the benefits gained: programmers understood their programs better and they made fewer mistakes. Structured programming won such a comprehensive victory that most programmers can hardly remember that we didn't always write sequential programs that way. But in concurrent programming the same battle has still to be fought and won.
There are concurrency constructs which we do understand, but we still find it very hard to reason about them completely formally. And, unfortunately, some of those which we least understand offer great efficiency advantages over those we understand better. In such a situation programmers will use the most efficient mechanisms because there is no reason to do anything else. It is imperative that we try to understand, to specify and to reason about those mechanisms. We are certainly not yet at a stage where we can build a compiler that could check our use of concurrency, but if we want to get there, it can only be helpful to understand how to make formal verifications of some of the concurrent algorithms that exist.
To understand concurrency properly we must begin at the beginning, and it is remarkable how close to the beginning we still are. Passing a value reliably between two concurrent processes using a shared
• A B-true of a heap which can be separated into two parts, one described by A and the other by B;
• A ∧ B-true of a heap which is described by A and at the same time by B;
• A − B-true of a heap which, if we added a separate portion satisfying A, would satisfy B.
The most important feature of separation logic is that describes separation of resource. E → E F → F , for example, describes two separate single-cell heaps made into a two-cell heap: it is impossible that E and F could be the same address, so if E and F are equal, then E → E F → F is false. By contrast in E → E ∧ F → F , because each conjunct describes the same heap, we know that E = F and E = F . Conjunctions such as y = k ∧ x → k, in which only one side explicitly describes a heap, are equivalent to (y = k true) ∧ (x → k) in which the heap on both sides is explicit.
Note that address arithmetic is built in to the logic in the treatment of E → F 0 , F 1 , . . . , F n−1 . E, E , F , etc. in these definitions are 'pure expressions' which can only mention variables and constants. Heap-accessing formulae [E] can appear in commands but not in assertions. Instead of y = [x], for example, we must assert ∃k(y = k ∧ x → k).
The logic uses only a limited range of assignment instructions. More complex accesses and mutations can be compiled into sequences of these few, and assignments are the only way to access or mutate the heap.
• x := E-assignment to a variable, with the Hoare axiom {R[E/x]} x := E {R}.
• [E] := E -assignment to a heap cell, with axiom {E → } [E] := E {E → E }.
• x := [E]-access to a heap cell, with axiom {E → E } x := [E] {E → E ∧ x = E } and side-condition that x cannot occur free in E or E .
Because the heap assignment and access axioms work forward, in practice we usually employ a forward variable-assignment axiom {Q ∧ x = X} x := E {Q[X/x] ∧ x = E[X/x]}. We can use a similar axiom with the heap-access assignment if E or E mention x.
The frame rule is what drives separation logic, allowing us to focus on the minimum heap that a command needs to do its work, and guaranteeing that all the rest of the heap remains unchanged:
{Q} C {R} {P Q} C {P R}
(modifies(C) ∩ vars(P ) = ∅) frame rule (1) If P is separate from Q, and C transforms Q into R then surely when C finishes we have R and-separately and therefore untouched-still P , provided that C does not modify any of the program variables free in P . The rule is a consequence of the frame property of the programming language: informally, if a command C is safe (does not fault) in a given heap H, then in a larger heap H H (a) it will not fault and (b) the execution will correspond to some execution in the original heap [YO02] .
There are axiomatisations of new and dispose which we include for completeness, though they are not used in the examples in this paper:
• {emp} x := new() {x → } • {E → } dispose(E) {emp} -new() acquires a cell from a memory allocator and dispose( ) returns a cell. Because of the frame rule these axioms can focus on the minimum resource required to execute the instruction: nothing for new, a single cell for dispose. The address returned by new is, in principle, unpredictable-i.e. new is non-deterministic. The pointer used to return a cell by dispose still points to the cell after disposal, but the cell itself is no longer usable; a subsequent call of new might return the disposed cell.
We can read E → F as expressing ownership of a heap cell: it is owned by the part of the program being analysed and not by the memory allocator. This idea becomes important and useful once we consider concurrent programs.
Variables as resource
In separation logic variables are separate from the heap. They model a stack or the registers of a machine, and they cannot be pointed to. But if we treat variables as resource in the same sort of way as we deal with the heap as resource, then we can achieve two goals: we can eliminate variable-use side conditions from our rules; and we can deal with algorithms, like those put forward by Dijkstra when he introduced semaphores [Dij65] , which control access to variables. The treatment of variables as resource is proposed in [BCY05] and shown to be sound in [PBC06] .
A predicate Own(x) can express ownership of the variable named x, in the same way as E → expresses ownership of the heap cell addressed by E, but it is peculiar in an assertion because it is a predicate of the variable itself and not its value. Ownership is not affected by assignment, so when substituting a valueformula for x, as for example in Hoare's assignment axiom, we do not change x in Own(x). Therefore for clarity, and also for brevity, we separate variable ownership assertions from value assertions using a context notation with a models-turnstile . So b, ws, rs P , for example, asserts Own(b) Own(ws) Own(rs) ∧ P .
Mixing variable and heap resource is subtle, and it is necessary to explain the use of ∧P rather than P in the de-abbreviation above. In general Own(x) asserts a singleton 'stack' of variables but says nothing about the heap; E → F asserts a singleton heap but nothing about the stack. Own(x) ∧ x → 3 says that we own x and that x points to a heap cell containing 3, and that is all the resource we have. When we want to talk about absence of resource, we have to split the emp of separation logic into emp s -we have no variables-and emp h -we have no heap; emp s ∧ emp h ⇐⇒ emp. (For simplicity, we shall elide the distinction between emp s , emp h and emp, where we can, in our examples below.)
For legibility we normally construct our assertions so that occurrences of variables are scoped by the relevant ownership-contexts. When we cannot do this it is untidy but not a problem, because the context notation is merely a shorthand for use of the Own predicates.
Once we account for variable ownership, we can make sure that our programs use variables-as-resource as carefully as they use heap-cells-as-resource. Just as the assignment [E] := F requires a precondition that asserts ownership of the cell at address E, so the assignment x := E requires a precondition that asserts ownership of x. We also need to assert ownership (or permission to read-see Sect. 3.4 below) to any variables mentioned in E or in F . This enables us to remove the side-conditions on variable use that disfigures the frame rule and normally disfigures rules used to reason about concurrency. Bornat et al. [BCY05] uses the notion to give formal proofs of some classic semaphore algorithms.
We have not shown the details of our reasoning about variables as resource in this paper, but variableownership transfer is at the heart of the first few of the proofs we discuss.
Concurrent separation logic
Concurrent separation logic [O'H04, O'H07, Bro07] deals with shared-variable concurrency using a mechanism based on Hoare's conditional critical regions [Hoa72] .
The disjoint concurrency rule states that we can combine proofs of separate threads provided that each operates on its own separate heap.
-note there is no side condition on variable use because ownership of variables is separated in Q 1 · · · Q n and R 1 · · · R n as sketched in Sect. 3.2 above.
As well as the heap owned by each thread there are separate heaps each associated with a resource identifier and described by an invariant. The conditional critical region (henceforward CCR) command with r when G do C od gives mutually exclusive access to the heap (and variables) described by the invariant I r . Execution of the command goes as follows:
1. the executing thread attempts to gain exclusive ownership of the resource identifier r. If this fails, because some other thread already has ownership, the thread simply tries again. If it succeeds, then 2. the guard G is evaluated; G may safely mention the resources (variables, heap) owned by r, because it will only be evaluated when the thread has exclusive access to those resources. If G is false then the thread releases ownership of r and starts executing the command again. If G is true, then 3. the thread executes C which, like G, may refer to both the thread's and the resource identifier's resources.
When execution of C terminates, ownership of r is released and the CCR execution terminates.
The concurrent separation logic CCR rule is
(note that because the consequent triple describes partial correctness, the rule does not guarantee that execution will ever terminate). Use of the rule is sound only if Q I r and I r R are precise resource splits, i.e. if there is only one way to divide the combined resource so as to satisfy both formulae. In practice that requires that one or other of the two formulae-Q and I r in one case, I r and R in the other-should pick out a unique subheap from any heap which satisfies the conjunction. If we treat variables as resource there is no need for side conditions on variable use.
The invention of CCRs postdated the invention of semaphores [Dij65] . They are more difficult to implement than semaphores, but easier to reason about, and were the first concurrency mechanism treated in separation logic [O'H07].
Permissions
The → and Own operators can be read as expressions of ownership: because of the frame property we can be sure, for example, that if one thread in a program asserts E → then no other thread can concurrently assert anything about the heap cell addressed by E. O'Hearn made this reading the basis of the first treatment of a single-place buffer in [O'H04, O'H07] by showing an example in which ownership of a heap cell is transmitted between concurrent threads, one allocating the cell with new( ), the other safely recycling it with dispose( ).
Separation is only part of the concurrency problem: another part is sharing. The readers and writers algorithm [CHP71] , for example, allows many readers access to a shared variable whilst giving writers exclusive access. A formal treatment of that algorithm is sketched in [BCOP05] , using the notion of partial permissions and showing it in two forms: fractional permission and counting permission. In this paper we use fractional permissions.
Total ownership of a heap cell or a variable permits reading and writing. Fractional ownership allows sharing and permits reading only. Total ownership of a heap cell is written − → 1 (equivalent to →), fractional ownership as, for example, − − − → 0.3 . Total ownership allows reading and writing; partial ownership allows reading only. Permissions can always be split, and can be combined provided that the total is not greater than 1.
There is no zero permission, and it is an oddity that the magnitude of permissions less than 1 is irrelevant except when accounting for splitting and recombination. Because permissions can always be split and usually combined there is some infelicity in dealing with inductive definitions of data structures, but the idea is sound, as shown in [Bro04, Bro07] . There is an Ownf for fractional permission on variables, and we write x 0.5 , for example, to describe half-permission to use x. The notion of counting permissions, necessary to explain the readers and writers algorithm, is not used in this paper.
RGSep
The CCR machinery of concurrent separation logic can be pressed into service to deal with programs that communicate using atomic instructions and a single shared memory. We treat the atomic command C as if it were the CCR command with s when true do C od, where s is the otherwise-unnamed resource identifier which owns all the shared store. Then we can reason for each atomic command
But this treatment requires a single invariant for all the shared store, preserved by every atomic instruction, and in practice that can make for inelegant proofs. In particular, we are often required to introduce auxiliary variables [Owi75, OG76a, OG76b] to express variations in the invariant at different program points.
Jones's rely/guarantee formalism [Jon83] allows reasoning about concurrent threads which may interfere with each others' variables in atomic instructions, but it requires non-local reasoning about every thread at the same time. As a consequence, to add a thread to a verified collection it is necessary to investigate anew the activity of each other thread. But in place of a global invariant, it allows for invariant formulae in the form of stable assertions as pre and postconditions, assertions which are invariant under the action of other threads.
Vafeiadis and Parkinson [VP06, Vaf07] have married rely-guarantee and concurrent separation logic to simplify that problem. We can express temporary invariants about shared storage in the form of stable assertions in their logic RGSep-assertions which other threads will not disturb. As a result we can localise some of our invariants to program position and avoid some uses of auxiliary variables.
In RGSep, as in concurrent separation logic, shared store is separated from local store. In RGSep assertions are divided accordingly. As in concurrent separation logic, atomic commands are the only way to access shared store. We write C to indicate atomic execution of a command. Then the triple
declares that C transforms local resource P and shared resource sP into local resource Q and shared resource sQ and thereby generates an action-an effect on all or part of the shared store-sP sQ. The actions of a thread-rather, their transitive and reflexive closure-are gathered together into its guarantee G, the maximum interference it can cause for other threads. The guarantees of other threads are gathered into the rely R, the maximum interference that the environment can generate for this thread.
As in rely-guarantee the Hoare triple {P } C {Q} becomes the quintuple C sat(R, G, P, Q). The concurrent execution rule is
-each thread must accept the global interference R of the parallel composition plus the interference generated by its partner threads; the total guarantee is the union of interference of all the threads. For simplicity of presentation of proofs, since we are dealing with algorithms in which there are only two threads and a single parallel composition, we show triples and keep R and G implicit: the writer's R is the reader's G and vice-versa.
In dealing with atomic commands RGSep replaces the notion of a global shared-resource invariant with the notion of stable assertions. A stable assertion is one that is invariant under the action of the environment: this notion is defined mathematically in [VP06] , but we omit the details here. When considering the triple in (6), there are four possibilities: total stability both sP and sQ are stable under every possible action of the environment; early stability sQ is stable but sP can describe the instantaneous state just before C is executed; late stability sP is stable but sQ describes the instantaneous state just after C is executed; mid stability neither sP nor sQ need be stable: both can describe instantaneous states.
The choice between these interpretations is a matter of convenience of presentation. If we consider a single isolated atomic instruction, then we can reasonably talk about its instantaneous effect (mid stability). If we want the shared-store postcondition sQ of one atomic instruction to be the precondition of another, then necessarily it must be stable (total stability or early stability) or made stable by weakening. In this paper we use late stability and weaken shared-store assertions that are not the postcondition of the whole proof.
We simplify the rules of RGSep in our presentation, in particular by making R and G implicit. The following is our rendering of the late-stability atomic instruction rule.
The action sP sQ need only describe the part of shared store essential to the action, but typically we add sF to make it easier to show that sP sF is stable.
Because local assertions can only mention local resource, and shared-store (boxed) assertions can only mention shared resource, we can use existentially quantified variables to allow the local store in the postcondition to contain values retrieved from the shared store by C .
Reasoning about atomic commands is a little more subtle than we have made it seem, and properly uses a layering of deductions: stability outside, framing and action inside. We use that layering when reasoning forward: given are C, P and sP sF ; we require that sP sF is stable; then we deal with {P sP } C {Q sQ}; finally we check that sP sQ ⊆ G. That is, we deal with the effect of C after we have shown that the precondition is stable. 
Single-slot buffers
A shared variable is a single-place buffer, which can store exactly one value en route between writer and reader. It is also, following Simpson's terminology, a single-slot buffer, because it uses only one shared 'slot' variable to implement that single place. Our examples in this paper will all be single-place buffers, but they will not all be single-slot. Figure 1 shows an idealised single-slot algorithm. We suppose that the instructions writing to and reading from the buffer are atomic, which property we indicate by angle-bracketing. Ideally atomic instructions would execute instantaneously, and we can imagine that in this case they do. In this and all other examples we are interested in the write(w) and read ( ) procedures by which the processes communicate, and we concern ourselves only with a single writer and a single reader.
Everything that a single-place buffer does must correspond to something that Fig. 1 can do. Successive calls of write transmit a sequence of values by assigning them sequentially to b. The reader might miss some of the values if it does not always read quickly enough (the communication can be lossy); it might read the same value more than once if the writer does not overwrite quickly enough (the communication can be stuttering); and it might read the buffer before the first write (in which case it will see the distinguished value null ). But every value it sees will be one that the writer put there (if we include the initial value null ), so the values seen by the reader will be a stuttering subsequence of those written-i.e. every value in the sequence seen is in the sequence written, and in the order written, but there may be repetitions.
In Fig. 1 the value in b is always the latest value written, so the value the reader retrieves is always the latest value written. In more complicated algorithms where there is more than one slot, the latest value written will be in only one of the slots, and the reader might not in every case retrieve the very latest value. It is necessary to be clear about what is acceptable. Simpson's notion of freshness is that when read ( ) is called there is a latest completely written value-say B-and the value returned by that call must not be earlier than B in the written sequence (though it could be later).
Stuttering subsequencing and freshness are not enough: we need also to allow either thread to proceed without waiting for the other. In the ideal case of Fig. 1 this is not a problem because we imagine that executions of atomic instructions are instantaneous. But in any realistic implementation executions will take time and will have to be forced to interleave, so that one thread may sometimes have to wait for the other to finish its business before it can start its own. Such waiting can be unfairly organised, and in the limit one thread or the other may never get a turn. Unfairness is not prohibited by the stuttering-subsequence and freshness properties: a permanently locked-out reader 'sees' the empty sequence, which is a subsequence of the values written, and a permanently locked-out writer 'produces' a singleton sequence which the reader stutters over forever. We need somehow to be sure that such starvation cannot happen.
Issues of fairness, liveness and starvation are beyond the reach of separation logic at present. We shall make informal arguments and appeal to programmer's intuition. Simpson's and Harris's algorithm, for example, avoid starvation by abolishing waiting, and thus avoid the need for any interleaving-supervision mechanism, either upfront or behind the scenes.
In the rest of this section we discuss various algorithms which are related to the algorithm of Fig. 1 and use them as a means of introducing various logical techniques which we call upon later. It will be seen that as our implementations become more realistic, our proofs become more intricate.
A one-slot buffer using a conditional critical region
As an algorithm Fig. 1 is unrealistic without an implementation of atomicity. It is not necessary to provide instantaneous execution for the algorithm to work: it is enough to force atomic actions to be interleaved. One way of doing that-historically, the first way to be proposed-is to use a synchronisation mechanism to provide mutual exclusion of competing concurrent executions. Our implementation, in Fig. 2 , uses conditional critical regions and we verify it using concurrent separation logic.
In Fig. 2 we have added auxiliary variables ws and rs to keep track of the sequences written and read; because angle brackets are used for atomic instructions elsewhere, 'null .' is the singleton sequence containing null , '. ' is the empty sequence, and 's.x' appends the singleton x to the sequence s. The shared resource identifier is bufr , and its invariant states The buffer only gets half-ownership of ws and rs: half of ws goes to the writer, and half of rs to the reader, so that we can assert in pre and postconditions properties of the sequences they construct.
In Fig. 2 there are no atomic actions. Instead we rely on mutual exclusion of execution of the bodies of the two CCRs. We can reason about the body of write(w) as in Notice how half-ownership of ws outside the resource identifier allows us to write a meaningful pre and postcondition for the CCR; notice also how the two half-ownerships combine, using the CCR rule, to give total ownership inside the body of the CCR, permitting the assignment to ws.
The body of read ( ) is hardly more difficult, and the proof is shown in ws. Notice, once again, the use of half-ownership to allow meaningful pre and postcondition assertions around the CCR.
All of this may look like a deal of effort for little return, proving the obvious with a special formalism (the informal reasoning about stuttering and subsequence could be formalised, though we have not done so here). But what seems obvious may not be what is true, especially in concurrency, and taking great care with resource provides an explanation of what is happening when you use a CCR that is, in principle, machine-checkable. Note that this algorithm does not require turn-taking-that is, it allows lossy and stuttering communication-but that it does use an unwieldy and potentially unfair synchronisation mechanism.
A one-slot turn-taking buffer using a CCR
The algorithm of Fig. 2 does not guarantee that either reader or writer will ever manage to access the shared resource. We can guarantee each of them some progress if we force them to take turns. In Fig. 5 the resource identifier bufr once again owns the buffer variable b as well as half the auxiliary accounting variables ws and rs; in addition it owns a Boolean variable full . The invariant is much simpler than before: either rs and ws are in step (when ¬full ), or ws is one step ahead (when full ), and in the full case the extra value is also in b. The program starts with a full buffer, to correspond with other examples.
O'Hearn [O'H04] used this buffer mechanism to transfer ownership of a heap-cell from writer to reader. That was a compelling example of the power of the logic, but use of the heap is unnecessary to our argument. Using reasoning very similar to Figs. 3 and 4 it is straightforward to show that the invariant of bufr is maintained.
Verification of the body of the writer is shown in Fig. 6 . Coalescing the writer's resource, the invariant and the guard ¬full resolves the disjunction in the invariant; reasoning is then straightforward until the disjunction has to be put back at the end of the CCR body.
Reasoning about the reader in Fig. 7 is similar. Compared to Figs. 3 and 4 the reasoning about ws and rs is tame: all it needs is a bit of equality substitution. That is fine because this is a far tamer algorithm. It does not stutter because of turn taking, so rs ws, it does have freshness because ws Ω = b, and it is fair-the threads take turns, so if one starves they both do, and it would be a very poor implementation of CCRs that provided that sort of unfairness. But it is unnaturally tame: we do not want the writer to have to wait for the reader to pick up a previous value, and we do not want the reader to block if there is no new value available. And it still uses an unwieldy synchronisation mechanism. 
A one-slot buffer using a split binary semaphore
CCRs make for simple reasoning, but they are not in practice much used. Semaphores [Dij65] are more popular; they and their cousins 'locks' and 'spinlocks' are used widely. Algorithms which use semaphores are subtly different from those which use CCRs, because all that is guaranteed mutually exclusive is the actual semaphore execution, the P and V instructions themselves, not the 'critical sections' which they guard. That makes the proof argument more subtle, as we shall see. The secret of the algorithm is that the variable b is always owned by the semaphore which is 1, as shown by the semaphore invariants. Figure 9 shows that P(empty), if it terminates, releases ownership of b (as well as the auxiliary ws and rs) into the executing thread. With similar reasoning we can calculate pre and postconditions for all four semaphore operations:
{emp s } P(empty) {b, ws 0.5 , rs 0.5 ws = rs} (11) {b, ws 0.5 , rs 0.5 ws = rs} V(empty) {emp s } (12) {emp s } P(full ) {b, ws 0.5 , rs 0.5 ws = rs.b} (13) {b, ws 0.5 , rs 0.5 ws = rs.b} V(full ) {emp s }
The reasoning in Fig. 10 , which shows that write(w) transmits a value, is very similar to Fig. 6 . A proof that read ( ) extracts a value is similar to Fig. 7 , and works the other way round to Fig. 10 ; we omit the details.
One subtly important difference between the split-semaphore algorithm of 11 . A one-slot buffer mechanism using a condition variable, with double-angle-bracketed naturally atomic commands and y := b are in critical sections and, though they ought to be and are in fact executed in mutual exclusion, the proof rather than the hardware must provide that guarantee.
The separation-logic explanation of how critical sections work rests on ownership. If threads start with separated resources, use CCRs to communicate, and preserve invariants as the CCR rule prescribes, then their resources stay separated. If the writer owns the b variable, as it will after P(empty) and before V(full ), then the reader cannot own it, and so cannot attempt to read from it. Vice-versa, when the reader owns the b variable between P(full ) and V(empty), it can read from it but the writer cannot attempt a write. Coherence is assured by alternation of ownership.
By using counting rather than binary semaphores and an array rather than a single variable, it is possible to build a bounded buffer in which the writer may deposit a queue of several values which the reader picks up in order, or an unbounded buffer which is a linked list of written values, with no waiting on either side but unbounded resource demands [O'H07]. Neither of these algorithms is in the scope of this paper: we are interested in non-queuing buffers with constant resource.
A one-slot buffer mechanism without synchronisation commands
Semaphores are essentially blocking mechanisms, because a thread which tries to P a 0-valued semaphore must wait in a busy-wait loop or in the queues of a thread manager. Simpson's algorithm is non-blocking, in that both writer and reader can always make progress, no matter what the other is doing. We need to step away from semaphores to a simpler mechanism. To do so we consider the single-slot single-place buffer in Fig. 11 .
This algorithm has no synchronisation instructions-no CCRs, no semaphores and no CAS instructions. Instead it depends, as many non-blocking algorithms do, on the fact that hardware stores serialise reads and writes to single store locations-typically 'words' of 32 or 64 bits in RAM stores nowadays, but even flash memory serialises single-bit accesses.
1 Each of the double-angle-bracketed commands in the program makes a single access (read or write) to a single shared variable full which could be implemented by a single storage bit and, because the hardware serialises those accesses, is 'naturally atomic'.
It is not hard to see how it works. The writer waits in a busy-wait loop until ¬full ; the reader similarly waits until full . The writer only writes when ¬full and the reader only reads when full ; each side only enables the other's actions and not its own-the writer sets full and the reader ¬full . Surely their accesses to b will not overlap.
In the algorithm of Fig. 11 the various possible instantaneous states of the shared resource are S1. full , b, ws 0.5 , rs 0.5 full ∧ ws = rs.b -the starting state and the state after the writer has written a value, with the writer one step ahead; S2. full full -after the reader has withdrawn b, ws and rs; S3. full , b, ws 0.5 , rs 0.5 ¬full ∧ ws = rs -after the reader has consumed a value and put the variables back, with both sides in step; S4. full ¬full -after the writer has withdrawn b, ws and rs.
It is clear that the writer and reader cycle round these four states in order: it remains to verify that claim. Because of the sequencing of states, proof using the concurrent separation logic rule (5) would require at least one auxiliary variable. We can avoid that by making a proof in RGSep. The writer's actions in Fig. 11 
- (17) says that the reader withdraws what the writer put there in (16), transforming the shared resource from S1 to S2, and (18) puts back what the writer needs in (15), going from S2 to S3. The requirements of stability make things rather more complex than this simple state-machine picture. To reason about write(w) we must first consider the states in which it might be called. If ¬full it will be in state S3, because the reader has finished processing the last value which it transmitted. The reader will not transform that state into anything (neither of its actions can fire if ¬full ), so it is stable. But if full , because the writer has transmitted a value, then the shared resource could be in state S1 or S2. So the state of shared resource at the beginning of write(w) satisfies 
This is stable: the reader will not do anything to the first disjunct, and it can only transform the second disjunct into the third (by (17)) or the third into the first (by (18)). It is not a precise formula, because the second and third disjuncts together are not precise-but no matter, because the formulae in our actions are precise, and therefore the resource splits in the rule (8) are precise. Because true matches any resource, we abbreviate (19) to (full , b, ws 0.5 , rs 0.5 ¬full ∧ ws = rs) ∨ ((full full ) true)
-also imprecise, and indeed more obviously so, but no more detailed than we need. In RGSep only atomic instructions can access the shared store and so make actions. So in the writer we must show that wt := full gets us from S3 to S4 with action (15) and then full := true gets us to state S1 with action (16). We can show what the first of these commands does if the shared resource matches the first disjunct of (20) It is easy to see that wt := full does nothing at all to the shared resource-not even ownership transfer-if it matches the second disjunct of (20). Here sF is true: 
and by the inclusion rules of RGSep, because each of the disjoint actions is included in G, we may conclude that the action of (24) is included in G. Now (21) produces a shared-store postcondition that is stable under the reader's actions, but (22) does not, and it is not even stable when it is extended into (full full ) true: the reader may transform that by (17), if necessary, into full full and then again by (18) into full , b, ws 0.5 , rs 0.5 ¬full ∧ ws = rs. wt := full is certainly not the last atomic command in the body of write(w), so we must weaken its postcondition to make it stable for the next command: 
Clearly, wt := full picks out just the case we are interested in when wt is false and does nothing at all when wt is true. The second disjunct of the postcondition is the precondition, so we have a loop invariant when we find that wt holds, but we can be sure that the shared resource is full ¬full when ¬wt. Now we can see the effect of the body of write(w), shown in Fig. 12 . In the treatment of full := true the shared-resource precondition full ¬full is stable (the reader's actions require that full be true) and the action is (16). The instantaneous state after full := true is S1 and unstable, but the action of the reader can merely turn it into the precondition of the procedure call.
We can do the same sort of thing with the body of read ( ), shown in Fig. 13 . The action of rt := full is either (17) or the identity action full ¬full full ¬full , and the shared-resource precondition is the dual of (20). The shared-resource precondition of full := false is full full , which is stable, and the action is (18). The final state, which is S3, is unstable, but the action of the writer can only transform it into the precondition of the procedure call.
This algorithm, then, can be understood as doing what the split-semaphore algorithm does: transferring ownership of the shared buffer variable to each thread in turn, so that each can access it locally and there can be no collisions. It has turn-taking, but it does not use a heavyweight synchronisation mechanism.
Doing without variable-ownership transfer
The reasoning in Figs. 12 and 13 depends on passing ownership of the buffer variable b in and out of the shared resource. But ownership transfer is a large sledgehammer for this concurrent nut. Surely in Fig. 11 the writer writes to a shared variable b when ¬full , and the reader reads from the same variable when full , We have noted that full can be implemented by a single bit, and supposed therefore that the hardware will serialise accesses to it. We do not want to suppose anything similar for b, or there would be nothing to prove. We suppose instead that accesses to b must be implemented as a sequence of smaller word-sized (or perhaps bit-sized) atomic accesses.
If we are certain that the value of a shared variable does not change whilst it is being read, then we can safely read it non-atomically. By observing that it will be implemented by the store as a sequence of atomic fragment reads, Vafeiadis [Vaf07] derives a rule to deal with a non-atomic read of a shared variable, which we state as follows:
-if y = Y holds throughout the sequence of actions, then each fragment read is a fragment of Y and we will finish with x = Y . Non-atomic writes are treated in the same way but require more side conditions. There must be no competing writers, G must declare to the environment that the writer can transform the shared variable arbitrarily (as each fragment is written), and the stable assertion cannot depend on the value of the variable being written.
If, for simplicity, we combine the auxiliary updates of ws and rs with the atomic updates of full 2 to give the algorithm in 
-it can simultaneously set ¬full and extend rs. With that preparation we can show the effect of write(w) in Fig. 15 . The reasoning around wt := full and full := true; ws := ws.b is almost exactly as in Fig. 12 , except that there is no need of ownership transfer apart from the combination and splitting of permissions for ws. We can similarly reason about the effect of read ( ) in Fig. 16 .
In the arguments of Figs. 12 and 13 it was necessary to hypothesise an ownership-transfer action which was triggered by wt := full and it was necessary, as a result, to be careful about precision. That was rather subtle-an 'action' that does not do anything visible to the shared resource?-but then accesses to b were done safely out of reach of the environment. In Figs. 15 and 16 the reasoning about the atomic actions is more straightforward, but the reasoning about the assignments, which are done in full visibility of an impotent environment, is more subtle.
It is difficult to decide which proof to prefer. We feel that the non-atomic version is nicer because it depends less on proof magic behind the scenes and corresponds more closely to a programmer's understanding of how the algorithm does its work. It also is more 'mechanical', in the sense that the reasoning does not depend on human insight about ownership, and that may one day make it more amenable to automation.
A one-slot buffer where the writer does not wait
Although it does not depend on hardware synchronisation beyond serialisation of single-bit accesses, Fig.  11 still requires turn-taking and waiting: the reader must wait till the writer has finished, and vice-versa. If we are prepared to drop our standards, we can adapt it to an algorithm in which the writer does not wait, shown in Fig. 17 . The writer does not write if full , but instead simply discards a value. So the sequence ws written is a subsequence of the sequence ps produced. The reader still waits for full , though: it would be hard to see what to do if it did not (it might return a success,value pair, but that would make no real difference to an analysis).
Reasoning about this algorithm would be very similar to reasoning about Fig. 11 or Fig. 14 , and in fact the reader and writer take turns to read and write even in this example. So the sequence written and the sequence read are the same. We omit the details.
The idealised algorithm revisited
The algorithm of 
-it can always add the value in b to the sequence read. The verifications in Fig. 18 show that these are indeed the actions of the algorithm. In the specification of the writer, B and W are universally quantified, and both pre and postconditions are stable. In the reader, B must be existentially quantified because the writer can alter b at any time; in the instantaneous postcondition that quantification expands to include both local and shared store, and when the postcondition is weakened for stability we break that link.
The algorithm communicates coherently because all accesses to shared store are in atomic instructions. It shows freshness because the value assigned to y in read ( ) is at that instant the latest value written. It is fair because, magically, the atomic instructions execute instantaneously and so do not compete for execution time.
One-slot algorithms summarised
The ideal algorithm of Fig. 1 magically provides coherent communication, albeit lossy and stuttering, with freshness and fairness. In showing a number of attempts to implement this ideal we have introduced and demonstrated the logical mechanisms, in particular the use of single-bit shared signalling variables in RGSep, which will enable us to storm the citadel of Simpson's algorithm. But our most 'realistic' algorithms, those which need no synchronisation mechanisms, have depended essentially on turn taking.
Two slots
Suppose that in place of a single shared variable we have a shared array b[2] of two 'slots'. 3 We might hope to avoid waiting if the latest value is available to the reader in one slot whilst the other slot is left for the writer to fill: the reader can read from b[L] while the writer can at the same time write to
It turns out that this idea needs clever implementation, and that it we cannot find a way to do it which completely eliminates waiting. Figure 19 shows two unsuccessful attempts to implement a two-slot algorithm, one adapted from [Sim90] and the other induced from [Sim97a] . In Fig. 19a there is a shared one-bit variable l which the writer uses to signal which slot it has written the latest value into; the reader tries to read from b[l] and the writer tries to write to b [1 − l] . But the writer inverts the value of l after it has written (l := wt is in effect l :
Naive two-slot algorithms do not work
. . . and so on. There would be no slot that the reader could safely read from, and Fig. 20 illustrates the collisions which can occur, with consequent possible incoherence. The problem with the algorithm of Fig. 19a is that the writer moves the goalposts after the reader has run up to shoot. But suppose the reader were to show in a second shared single-bit integer r which slot it intends to read from; then the writer might always write to b[1 − r], as in Fig. 19b . This does not work either: there is an interleaving of atomic commands which can produce a collision and therefore incoherence if initially r = l, shown in Fig. 21 . It is easy to see that an execution of write(w), without interference from a parallel execution of read ( ), will produce r = l so this is by no means an impossible state of affairs, and this time it is the reader which moves the goalposts after the writer has decided to shoot to miss. 
Two slots where the writer waits
We introduced multiple slots in the hope that we could avoid waiting. It turns out that we cannot entirely avoid waiting with a two slot algorithm, but we can reduce it somewhat. In Fig. 22 there are two shared index variables as in Fig. 19b , the writer manipulates l to make l = r, the reader manipulates r to make r = l, the writer waits until the reader has established r = l, but the reader runs free. It seems that this is the only way a two-slot buffer can work if we are to avoid collisions. The placing of the update to rs in the reader is perhaps surprising, with the first atomic instruction rather than with the assignment to y: it is in that position because it helps the argument about freshness by emphasising the fact that the value the reader will receive is determined as soon as it executes the first of its atomic instructions.
The writer's actions (omitting variable-ownership contexts for simplicity, and writing
, but only when r = l; (34) in the same circumstances updates ws and switches l to point to the newly written value. The reader's actions (again omitting ownership context and using array-indexing notation) are
(35) says that at any time the reader can add the value in b[l] to rs; (36) says that it can change r to make r = l. In this algorithm the read sequence can stutter because the reader does not wait for a new value to be written before reading b [rt] . It will not necessarily read every value written, either: if it is slow the writer can switch l and get two steps ahead. But at every stage we have invariant rs ws ∧ ws Ω = b [l] . At the start of the program we have r = l, which is stable under the action of the reader, but the writer can change that to l = 1 − r.
We reason in Fig. 23 about the writer. The atomic action wt := 1 − l is easy to deal with, since the reader does not alter l, and generates the identity action. The action wt := r is not quite so easy: it instantaneously reads the value of r (and generates the identity action again), but that value is stable under the reader's actions only if r = l. We must weaken the postcondition for stability, and there are three possibilities:
• l = L = r = R: stable under the reader's actions;
• l = L = r = R: unstable under the reader's actions, which can change it into • l = L = r = R: stable under the reader's actions.
Of these three only the first is selected by the loop guard wt = wt ; the others imply l = L, which is part of the loop invariant. The non-atomic write b[wt] := w is then straightforward because the reader never alters either element of b. As in previous examples, the final shared-resource state is not stable but can only evolve into the proof precondition.
The reader is verified in Fig. 24 . Because the writer can alter the values in b and alter l we stabilise the precondition with an existential quantifier. The first atomic action rt := l; rs := rs.b[rt] reads the value of l and adds b[l] to rs; instantaneously we have ws Ω = rs Ω = b [l] . We must weaken the postcondition for With this example we begin to have some of the properties we need to make a wait-free buffer. The reader can read faster than the writer, so can stutter, but it is guaranteed, when it begins by taking the value of l, that the slot it has thereby chosen (a) holds the then-latest element in the write sequence and (b) will not be overwritten before it has been read. The writer can get a little ahead of the reader, but only by two elements, and then it has to wait. Even though there are two slots, the reader is guaranteed to read the latest value written at the instant it starts, when it executes rt := l , so we have the freshness property. When the reader finishes the writer may have put a later value in the array and pointed l at it, but this does not matter: freshness is determined at the beginning of the read procedure call.
The proofs in Figs. 15 and 16 of the one-slot algorithm in Fig. 14 required disjunction-juggling when showing how the loops distinguished one case from another. This time the proofs have throughout had to consider disjunctive assertions about the shared resource for the sake of stability. It seems an essential complication if we are to understand a multi-slot algorithm. 
A colliding two-slot algorithm
So far, as in Simpson's developments [Sim90, Sim97a] , each of our algorithms has allowed only mutually exclusive reads and writes to a buffer slot. Non-exclusive accesses-collisions-produce incoherence. But if a collision could be detected, perhaps the reader could try again.
4 This is a classic 'optimistic' concurrency strategy of non-blocking algorithms: try to perform an action; test to see if it worked and if so, exit; if it did not work or might not have worked, try again. Note that such a mechanism is non-blocking in that a thread never has to stop executing, but neither wait-free nor fair, because there is no guarantee of eventual success.
Tim Harris (private communication) proposed a wait-free non-blocking algorithm, the three-slot buffer discussed in Sect. 6 below, which inspired us to consider the two-slot mechanism in Fig. 25 . As well as the ws and rs required to account for the sequences written and read, we have had to add an auxiliary wa ('w riter active') to help reasoning about sequencing of the writer's actions-even in RGSep we must use auxiliary variables to describe program position when we need to reason about sequencing of actions in R. The algorithm is based on the writer-chooses algorithm of Fig. 19a , with a single index variable l. The shared single-bit variable c (for 'collide') detects the combination of circumstances shown in Fig. 20 in which the reader picks a slot, while it is active the writer safely writes to the other slot, but then the writer changes l and starts a second transfer into the slot which the reader picked. So far as the reader is concerned, the writer is dangerous when it executes l := wt (effectively l := 1 − l ) followed by wt := 1 − l and then b[wt] := w-but the algorithm of Fig. 25 cannot produce that sequence of actions without executing c := true along the way, and we can see an example in Fig. 26 in which c is true when the collision happens.
One example does not make a proof but it may point the way to a proof. The writer's actions (with variable context omitted and using array-indexing notation) are
The reader's actions are c ¬c (40) rs = RS ∧ rs.B ws rs = RS .B
As usual these actions keep rs ws ∧ ws Ω = b[l] invariant. Verification of the writer is shown in Fig. 27 . After c := true; wa := true , which produces action (37), we have to weaken the postcondition to forget the value of c, because the reader can set it to false. But then, because the reader never changes anything in the shared store, both wt := 1 − l and the non-atomic write b[wt] := w are unproblematic.
Verification of the reader is more subtle and shown in Fig. 28 . First, c := false performs either action (40) or the identity action, depending on the value of c beforehand. Instantaneously afterwards we have
If wa holds the writer can write to b[1 − L] with (38), but that is no problem. If it changes the value of l with action (39) it will set ¬wa, and then to write to b[L] it must first set c ∧ wa with (37). This gives us a three-way disjunction: either nothing has happened to c, l and b [L] , or l has changed and a new element is last in ws, or c has changed and we are no longer sure what is in the slots of b. Note that in the second arm of the disjunction the value B is a valid extension of rs and is later than B, the value which was last when the reader executed c := false . If the reader successfully exits the loop do . . . until ¬rt then it will have retrieved either the value which was last when it started the loop, or the next in the written sequence: freshness is assured provided the reader doesn't starve.
After rt := l we have, instantaneously, rt = l = L , which is unstable. But if ¬c continues to hold then, whatever else happens, b[L ] will not be overwritten, is a valid extension to rs, and is at least as fresh as the value B which was freshest at the beginning of the loop. We express this with an implication and must apply a non-separating conjunction to ensure that whatever the value of c we still have the same heap resource.
l := wt; wa := false; ws := ws.w The non-atomic read rule (26) is inadequate for this proof, because b[L ] = B is not stable. We need an enhanced rule to deal with an implied stability. To derive one, 5 we note once again that a non-atomic read will be executed as a sequence of atomic reads, because the store automatically serialises reads at some level of granularity. We can suppose that y and b [rt] 
-we have read a segment of b [L] and if ¬c holds that is also a segment of B. If c is stable, so we cannot have ¬c then c then ¬c, then if ¬c holds at the end of the sequence of atomic reads it must have held throughout, and we can conclude that we have successfully read all k segments of B.
The following rule is thus derived to deal with a non-atomic read from a shared heap cell to a local variable, which is what is needed for the proof in Fig. 28 (it would be no more difficult to deal with a read from a shared variable):
• the shared resource must include the heap cell throughout the read:
• when D holds, the value in the heap cell is fixed:
• D does not change value from false to true during the read: ¬D stable under R.
In Fig. 28 D is ¬c; E is b + L ; V is B; P is rs.B ws. At the end of y := b[rt] we can be sure that if ¬c holds, then the value in y is also the value in b [l] .
The rest is straightforward. Because we must not contaminate rs with values that are never returned from read ( ), we place the update of rs after successful exit from the loop. Note also that we have freshness: after rt := l the reader is guaranteed the value then last in ws, if it manages to complete y := b[rt] before c is set by the writer. This is a startling algorithm, since it permits but escapes from incoherence. The writer never waits, and the reader never blocks; but it is possible that the reader could starve indefinitely if it is unlucky in its timing. It is obstruction-free [HLM03] at least (the writer always terminates, and the reader terminates if the writer is not active), but not wait-free so not a complete solution to the asynchronous buffer problem.
Three slots
The two-slot buffers of Fig. 19 are incoherent because there is no slot from which the reader can safely read. If we have three slots, perhaps the reader could be reading from one and the writer could alternate between the other two. Figure 29 shows an attempt: we presume atomic access to the shared two-bit variables r and l (that is a larger assumption than the single-bit atomicity of earlier examples) and differ(E, F ) delivers a value in {0, 1, 2} which is distinct from either of its arguments. It would seem at first sight that the writer never writes to the b[r] or b[l] slots, and that the reader would therefore be perfectly safe with its atomic read. As Simpson [Sim90] has shown, however, this algorithm is incoherent, and as with Fig. 19b , the problem is that there can be a delay between rt := l -the reader decides which slot to use-and r := rt -the information is made available to the writer-during which time the writer can move the goalposts (Fig. 30) . This problem can be fixed, with some considerable complexity, but it is not worthwhile to do so. Indeed, we do not know a coherent version of this three-slot buffer that does any better than the two-slot algorithm of Fig. 22 .
Tim Harris (op. cit) proposes an alternative approach, in which collision (incoherence) is detected and avoided. It is a three-slot buffer algorithm, shown in our notation in Fig. 31 . It uses the same signalling mechanism as the colliding two-slot algorithm of Fig. 25 , but in addition the writer detects a potential collision situation and copies the value that the reader would be seeking into a shared variable b . The reader, if it seems that there has been a collision, can read from b . At the cost of sometimes forcing a double write and sometimes a double read, we achieve full asynchronous wait-free behaviour.
When the reader has finished it sets c to reduce unnecessary copying in the writer. To a programmer this is an obvious thing to do, but it causes a slight complication in the proof. Without that assignment the reader would only set ¬c and the writer only c. It would then be obvious that reader and writer alternate in use of b : the writer writes when ¬c, which is stable under the actions of the reader; and the reader reads when c, which is stable under the actions of the writer. With the extra assignment we have to add an additional auxiliary ra to make explicit the sequence of the reader's actions: first it reads from b while ¬c holds, and then it sets c. From the writer's point of view it is ¬c ∨ ¬ra which is stable. The writer's actions (omitting the variable contexts and using array-indexing notation) are is not stable, so we forget it; in the second we have instantaneously ¬c; the reader may change ¬c to c, but only if it simultaneously sets ¬ra , and it may change c to ¬c, but only if it sets ra ; so ¬c ∨ ¬ra is stable. In the second step, shown in Fig. 33 , the writer checks the possibility of collision, and if so copies b[l] into b . The final steps, in Fig. 34 , proceed almost exactly as in the colliding two-slot proof of Fig. 27 .
In the reader, c ∧ ra ⇒ rs.b ws is invariant, stable under the action of the writer. The first four steps, in Fig. 35 , proceed exactly as in the colliding two-slot proof of Fig. 28 , except for the additional manipulation of the shared variable ra . In the final disjunction, in the first arm where we have c ∧ ra , we can simplify the invariant implication, and we can forget it in the second arm where it will be irrelevant. In the rest of the proof, shown in Fig. 36 , we deal with the disjunction, read b if necessary, and establish rs .y ws.
In this algorithm the writer sometimes makes two non-atomic assignments, and so does the reader. That makes it less efficient than Simpson's four-slot algorithm, but it is wait-free. c := false; ra := true ; rt := l ; 
Four slots
In our attempt to build an explanatory bridge to Simpson's algorithm, Harris's three-slot buffer is a diversion. Simpson's four slots are in two groups of two, and they use the two-slot techniques of Fig. 19 orthogonally. The mechanism of Fig. 19b lets the reader indicate a slot the writer should avoid, using shared variables l to show where the writer has left the latest value and r to show where the reader is reading; the mechanism of Fig. 19a lets the writer use the slot the reader is not using, using shared variable l alone. Neither of these mechanisms, on its own, produces coherence. But if the write to 1 − r / read from l technique is used to indicate pairs of slots and if, within each pair, the write to 1 − l / read from l technique shows where the writer can write and the reader can read, we do get coherence. In effect, when the reader moves the pairgoalposts then the writer shoots next in another pair; when the writer moves the within-pair-goalposts then either the reader is in the other pair, and unaffected, or the writer shoots next in the other pair. Simpson uses a two-element array of single-bit variables to indicate which data slot in each pair can be read, and which can be written to.
Our transcription of Simpson's algorithm is shown in Fig. 37 . The variables which control use of pairs are lp and rp; the array which controls the use of slots within a pair is li . We have had to use some ingenuity in updating ws: to preserve the invariant ws Ω = b [lp] [li [lp] ] it is necessary to update ws either when li [lp] is altered with li [wtp] := wti or when lp is altered with lp := wtp. We have also had to add two auxiliaries: wa sequences the writer's activity, wp shows the pair that the writer is using so that we can reason in global assertions about its activity, and rtb facilitates the argument about freshness. The enclosed conditionals in the two final instructions of the writer are auxiliary because each makes only auxiliary assignments.
The writer's actions (omitting the variable context, using array-index notation and writing C-style !E in place of 1 − E to compress the assertions) are
The reader's actions are
Invariant is rs ws
. Note that when the writer changes lp, which only happens in action (55), it converts lp = rp into lp = !rp-never the other way round-and that when the reader changes rp in action (56) it changes lp = !rp into lp = rp. These are important and surprising properties of the algorithm.
We reason about the writer in Fig. 38 . First, wtp := 1 − rp; . . . produces action (51) and we have, instantaneously, wtp = !rp. The value of rp is not in general stable, but lp = rp implies that rp is stable: action (56) then will not disturb it and action (57) does not alter lp or rp. Thus we stabilise by adding the implication lp = !P ⇒ rp = !P , and it is this which eventually ensures that the writer's final step only changes lp if it makes lp = rp.
Second, wti := 1 − li [wtp] produces the identity action. The contents of li are stable under the reader's actions, but we show two conjoined views of the array to show both the value I which points to the latest value in the buffer and the value I which was extracted into wti .
Third, the non-atomic write b [wtp] [wti ] := w is unproblematic, but to show its effect it is necessary to split the shared assertion according to whether the writer is in the lp pair (lp = P ) or not. Fifth and finally, the effect of lp := wtp; . . . is either the identity action, when lp = P , or it is (55), inverting lp and appending to ws when lp = rp = !P .
The reader is shown in Fig. 39 . First, rtp := lp generates the identity action. We have instantaneously rtp = lp, but the value of lp is not stable in general. It is stable, however, if lp = rp, so rp = !P ⇒ lp = P is stable. Also wa = 1 ∧ wp = P ⇒ lp = P is stable: it is true initially, because lp = P ; when wp is set by (51) we have either rp = P in which case wp = P , or we have rp = !P , in which case wp = P , but because rp = !P ⇒ lp = P , also lp = P . Since ] could change arbitrarily often before the reader selects a slot in its third step: but this argument shows that it does not matter if it does change, because freshness is guaranteed. The conjunction describing the slot and index arrays simply deals with the fact that lp = P is not stable.
Second, rp := rtp generates either the identity action when rp = P or (56) when rp = !P = !lp. Nothing else changes: in particular we are still sure that b[P ][li [P ] ] is a valid, and fresh, extension to rs.
Third, rti := li [rtp] selects a slot to read. Instantaneously this is in the li [P ] position, but if wp = P this can be altered by (53). The slot itself, however, cannot be altered: (52) could only write to the li [!P ] slot, and once li [P ] has been altered, (51) can only set wp = !P .
Fourth, now that we have a stable slot to read from, y := b [rtp] [rti ] non-atomically reads from that slot, and finally rs := rs.y updates rs and produces action (57).
What has been achieved?
We set out to construct a sequence of verifications of single-slot buffer algorithms which would lead towards a proof of Simpson's algorithm. We did construct that sequence, and along the way we found a proof (the first, so far as we are aware) of Harris's algorithm. We were able to introduce and use the techniques of RGSep in our proofs, and the final proof encompassed safety (values transmitted are coherent) as well as functional correctness (the sequence read is a stuttering subsequence of the sequence written and the values retrieved by the reader are freshly written at the instant retrieval begins). We have helped to demonstrate the utility of RGSep, a new approach to the verification of shared-memory concurrent algorithms. We have worked throughout on the code itself rather than an abstraction or a state-machine model.
At the time we began to prepare this paper that was beyond us, and we could not envisage a refinement route to Harris's algorithm.
Second, we had hoped to plot a route towards an automatic proof, one where we give a straightforward specification and leave the internal reasoning entirely to the machine. Our use of RGSep enabled us to deal with examples that did not depend on semaphores and the like, and we hoped that it might remove the need to invent auxiliary variables to deal with sequencing, a significant barrier against automation. That was not possible in the two more intricate examples. We have made some progress elsewhere [AB09] in dealing with sequencing in an automatic proof, but the intricacies required to deal with freshness in Simpson's algorithm will require integration of work on automatic liveness checking [SB06] .
Though we cannot yet make our proofs automatic, and though we have not mechanised the proofs reported here even though it would be possible to do so, hand proofs are by no means useless. Our aim is exploration, explanation and understanding. The search for formal proofs by hand is, in our view, a necessary precursor to formal mechanical and/or automatic proof. Our formal specification rs ws is simple and readable, as opposed to state-machines of assertions of earlier work. Our model is the code itself, rather than a state monad. We need to check nine entailments and two stabilisations: the hard part of our proof is finding the right auxiliary state that then allows for easy entailment checks, and this militates against automation rather than mechanisation. We do not believe that the (relative) simplicity of our proof is a result of non-mechanisation. Existing mechanisations of Hoare-style program proof allow direct verification of code. All our entailment and stability checks are purely syntactic, and once the (considerable) logical machinery of RGSep is mechanised in a theorem prover, the proof itself follows directly.
Third, we have run up against the barrier of weak memory. Computing practice always runs ahead of computer science. Hardware always has more capability than we have been able to describe formally in any particular programming language, and programmers have always exploited that capability. Our proofs have relied on an assumption that single-bit writes and reads are serialised by a computer store and visible to all threads as soon as they have occurred. This is a reasonable assumption at the level of the store, but unreasonable when we consider modern shared store technology.
Programs in a modern processor do not access the store directly but via a storage buffer and cache. The processor can do several hundred operations in the time it takes to read a single data item from the main store, but the cache is much faster. Data read from memory is held in the cache and can be re-accessed in a few processor cycles; data written can be stored in the buffer so that it can be re-read or overwritten very rapidly. From the point of view of a program running on a single processor, nothing has changed: values are read and written just as if the cache and buffer were not there. But from the point of view of an external observer, the store does not reflect the writes made by the program unless and until the buffer is flushed.
If there is more than one processor-if Simpson's reader and writer are running on separate processors, for example-then things become more complicated. The reader's r := rtp , which is crucial for signalling the fact that the reader is working in the rtp pair, will not necessarily have an effect immediately. That means that we cannot conclude in the shared-memory postcondition that r = P and say that the writer will not write again in the P pair. Or worse, we cannot say that b [r] [I ] = B is stable, because the writer's last update of that location might not yet have been flushed from its buffer.
Processors are nowadays designed with so-called weak memory models which cover its behaviour when updating or reading from memory and describe how it interacts with the cache. There is supposed to be a formal description of the memory model to which the activity of the processor conforms, but researchers inform us (Peter Sewell, private communication) that those descriptions often do not correspond to processor behaviour. The consequence for the program prover is that semicolon has ceased to be a sequencing operator-writes and reads can occur out of sequence-but we do not and at present cannot have a formalism which deals with the problem.
Researchers who devise concurrent algorithms cope with this situation by trial and error. Special 'fence' or 'barrier' instructions can be used to force the processor to wait until a write, or until all writes terminate. Simpson's algorithm, for example, would work if we inserted a memory barrier instruction after each write to the signalling variables l and r, if by so doing we forced the processor to wait until all its pending writes had been completed, and if the read caches of both processors remained consistent with each other. This may or may not be the memory model of one popular processor: for the time being experiment, and lots and lots of soak testing, seems to be the only way to be sure.
Effort expended on verifying concurrent algorithms without a formal weak memory model is not, in our opinion, wasted. We are finding out how to prove that such algorithms correspond to their specification under certain assumptions. When the assumptions change the algorithms have to be remade and we have to remake our proofs correspondingly. Algorithms like Simpson's will perhaps turn out to be unsuited to the modern hardware world, because they need too many memory fence instructions, stopping the processor too often. Or perhaps not, and it does not matter to the prover anyway: our aim is to extend our techniques so that we can deal with the algorithms that are actually used. We still cannot do so as well as we need to, and that must be remedied.
